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We classify the wot-closed bimodules over a pair of nest algebras which are
singly generated as algebraic and as norm-closed bimodules. The obstructions
relate to the finite rank atoms. In particular, if both nest algebras have infinite
multiplicity, then every wot-closed bimodule is (algebraically) principal. Another
important special case is the ideal of strictly upper triangular operators, which is
always principal; and the generator is a sum of commutators. In general, every
countably generated wot-closed bimodule is singly generated, and we obtain
explicit bounds on the number and norms of the terms in a factorization through
the generator. � 1998 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

In [6], Erdos and Power classified all wot-closed bimodules of a nest
algebra. From this characterization, it is easy to show that these bimodules
are principal as wot-closed bimodules [13], [3, Section 15.15]. However,
even B(H) is not always principal as a norm-closed bimodule. The exact
conditions under which this occurs were obtained by X. D. Dai [1]. When
one considers more general wot-closed bimodules, a somewhat more
delicate version of this obstruction occurs. However, it comes down to the
point that it is difficult to map a finite dimensional space onto a cofinal
piece of an infinite nest because of compactness. When this obstruction
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occurs even once, the bimodule is not countably generated algebraically.
And although finitely many occurrences do not prevent it being singly
generated as a norm-closed bimodule, one loses control on the norms
involved in expressing elements of the bimodule as a combination of the
generator. This can be rectified with a countable family of generators. If
this obstruction occurs infinitely often, the ideal is not even countably
generated as a norm-closed bimodule.

Our interest arose out of a need in [4] for an explicit generator for
T0(N), the strictly upper triangular elements of the nest for nests of
discrete order type: 1+|*+|+1, |+1 and 1+|*. It turns out that the
analysis of this special case works for all wot-closed bimodules over these
algebras except when the obstruction (which is very easy to describe in this
situation) obtains.

A precise statement of the theorem is given in Section 2. Then in
Section 3, we develop the obstructions which provide one direction of the
theorem. Section 4 is devoted to showing that when both nests are infinite
multiplicity (no finite rank atoms), then every wot-closed bimodule is prin-
cipal. Sections 5�7 deal with successively more complicated situations
involving finite rank atoms. It starts with two discrete nests. Here the
generator is constructed by the ``greedy algorithm'' for finite dimensional
nests by induction, and then extended to the infinite case by taking limits.
This is extended to the case in which only one nest is discrete and then to
the case in which one nest is atomic. Finally all the parts are collected
together in Section 8. Section 9 makes the modifications needed to extend
the results to generators for norm-closed bimodules. As an application,
we derive some additional information about the ideal of strictly upper
triangular operators in Section 10.

1. PRELIMINARIES

A nest is a totally ordered family of subspaces of a separable Hilbert
space H which contains 0 and H, and is closed under intersection and
closed span. We routinely identify a nest with the corresponding chain of
projections onto these subspaces. The completeness is equivalent to this
chain of projections being closed in the strong operator topology. If N is
a nest, write T(N) for the set of bounded operators leaving each element
of N invariant. When it is important to distinguish between nests, we will
write 0N and IN for the zero and identity elements acting on the Hilbert
space HN . See [3] for background on nest algebras.

The diagonal D(N)=T(N) & T(N)* of a nest is the commutant of
N, and the core, C(N), is the double commutant of N. The difference
E=N1&N2 of a pair of projections N2<N1 in N is called an interval of
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the nest. A minimal interval projection is called an atom of N. If the atoms
sum to the identity operator, then N is totally atomic; if it has no atoms,
it is continuous. The atoms are pairwise orthogonal, so there are only
countably many. If they are listed as Ai (i # 7), we write

2(X ) := :
i # 7

Ai XAi

for the canonical expectation onto the atomic part of the diagonal. For N
in a nest N, we define the immediate successor N+=� [M # N : M>N]
and immediate predecessor N&=� [M # N : M<N].

We say that a nest N has infinite multiplicity if it has no finite rank
atoms. By the Similarity Theorem [2], this is equivalent to saying that
T(N) is (spatially or algebraically) isomorphic to T(N)� B(H), the
wot-closed tensor product. We will say that a nest N is of discrete type
if the only limit points of the nest are 0 and H. These nests are either finite,
or order isomorphic to |+1, 1+|* or 1+|*+|+1.

When considering wot-closed ideals of nest algebras, there is essentially
no increase in difficulty in considering wot-closed T(M)&T(N)
bimodules over a pair of nest algebras T(M) and T(N). So we will do
everything in this generality.

Let X be a fixed wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule. For each N in
N, notice that

3(N ) :=XN

is an invariant subspace for T(M), and thus is an element of M.
Moreover, it is easy to see that 3 is monotone increasing and left
continuous. Associated to such a left continuous order homomorphism of
N into M, define the set

X3 :=[T : TN/3(N ) for all N # N].

This is readily seen to be a wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule. The
theorem of Erdos and Power [6] is that 3 determines X, in that X=X3 .

Since X* is also a wot-closed T(N)*&T(M)* bimodule, it determines
a map of M= into N=. Composing this with the order reversing maps of
M onto M= and of N= onto N yields a right continuous order
homomorphism 3* of M into N. We extend the definition of 3 and 3*
to intervals by setting 3(N1&N2) :=3(N1)&3(N2) and likewise for 3*.

It is straightforward to see that 3 and 3* are described by the following
formulas:

3(N )=� [M # M : M=XN=(0)]
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and

3*(M )=� [N # N : M=XN=(0)]

From these two relationships it is easy to deduce the basic properties of
these maps. For example the intervals on which 3 is constant correspond
to the jump discontinuities of 3* and vice versa. More precisely:

Proposition 1.1. Let 3 and 3* be the functions associated to the
T(M)&T(N) bimodule X. If 3 is constant on a non-trivial interval
(N1 , N2] then 3* has a jump discontinuity at M2=3(N2) at which
3*(M2)=N2 and 3*(M )�N1 for M<M2 .

There is a similar dual result for discontinuities of 3. When dealing with
the jump discontinuities of 3 and 3* the following notation will be useful:

3+(N ) :=� [3(N$) : N$>N in N]

and

3 *
&(M ) :=� [3*(M$) : M$<M in M].

The maps 3 and 3* need not be inverses of each other, but they are
mutual inverses when restricted to the subsets 3*(M)�N and
3(N)�M. This follows from the next proposition, which is an easy
consequence of the characterization of 3 and 3* above:

Proposition 1.2. Let 3 and 3* be the functions associated to the
T(M)&T(N) bimodule X. Then

3*3�idN and 33*�idM

and so

33*3=3 and 3*33*=3*.

It is also easy to construct a generator for X as a wot-closed bimodule
[13], [3, Section 15.15]. It suffices to construct an operator X with the
same support. That is, for each N in N, one requires that the smallest
element of M containing XN is 3(N ). This may be achieved with a trace
class operator. Clearly, in this case, the algebraic bimodule and even the
norm-closed bimodule so generated is much smaller.
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2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM

Say that a projection N is a fracture point of the interval (N1 , N2] in N

if N1<N&=N�N2 and N2&N is finite rank. Correspondingly M is a
cofracture point in [M1 , M2) if M1�M=M+<M2 and M&M1 is finite
rank. Clearly a half open interval can contain at most one fracture point.

The general criterion for determining whether a wot-closed bimodule is
principle is in terms of the asymptotic distribution of fracture and cofrac-
ture points. In certain important special cases, the conditions can be
phrased much more succinctly, as we shall see later in this section.

The following is the main result of this paper. It will be proved in
Section 8.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that X is a wot-closed T(M)�T(N) bimodule
with associated function 3. Then X is countably generated if and only if there
is a constant C such that

(i) whenever N&N$ is a finite rank interval of N such that
(3(N$), 3(N )] contains a fracture point M,

rank(N&3*(M ))<C rank(3(N )&M );

(ii) whenever M$&M is a finite rank interval of M such that
[3*(M ), 3*(M$)) contains a cofracture point N,

rank(3(N )&M )<C rank(N&3*(M )).

In this case, X has a single generator generator GX, which may be chosen to
be a small compact perturbation of a partial isometry and every X in X may
be expressed as the sum of at most 32C+67 terms of the form Ai GBi such
that

:
i

&Ai& &Bi&�(32C+68) &X&.

It should be observed that the strict inequality in the conditions of the
theorem serves to combine two subtly distinct cases. One obstacle to X
being countably generated arises if there is even a single finite rank interval
N&N$ for which (3(N$), 3(N )] contains a fracture point M=3(N ).
More succinctly, this obstacle occurs precisely when there is a finite rank
atom N&N& such that

3(N&)<3(N )&=3(N )

This occurrence, or its dual, would result in the right-hand sides of the
criteria being zero, a possibility which is ruled out by the strict inequality.
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The other obstacle arises when the right-hand sides of the criteria are
never zero, but there may be sequences Nn&N$n of finite rank intervals
such that for each n, (3(N$n), 3(Nn)] contains a fracture point Mn

(necessarily unique) such that

lim
n � �

rank(Nn&3*(Mn))
rank(3(Nn)&Mn)

=+�.

Either one of these situations is enough to prevent X from being coun-
tably generated as an algebraic bimodule. The second possibility also serves
to prevent X from being countably generated even as a norm-closed
bimodule, as does infinitely many occurrences of the first obstacle. The
obstructions that these obstacles present are demonstrated in the next sec-
tion, establishing the necessity of the conditions for the main theorem. The
subsequent sections prove their sufficiency, starting with two important
special cases, and proceeding through a series of successive generalizations.

The two special cases in question are; (i) when both T(M) and T(N)
are infinite nest algebras (that is, having no finite rank atoms), and
(ii) when both T(M) and T(N) are discrete nest algebras, which is to say
that all the atoms are finite rank, and the atoms are ordered as a subset of Z.

In the first of these case, there are no finite rank intervals and the condi-
tions of the theorem are met vacuously. Thus a special case of our result
is Theorem 4.7 below, which shows that when N and M have no finite
rank atoms, every wot-closed T(M)&T(M) bimodule is algebraically
principal.

In the second case, 0 and I are the only possible limit points of the nests,
and so the first condition of the main theorem can only possibly fail if N

has an atom N&N& such that 3(N&)<3(N )=I=I& . Correspondingly
the second condition can only fail if M has an atom M+&M such that
3*(M&)>3*(M )=0=0+ . Theorem 5.1 shows these condition to be
necessary and sufficient (and presents them in a more succinct form).

3. THE OBSTRUCTIONS

In this section we shall prove the necessity of the conditions in
Theorem 2.1. As was remarked in the last section, the obstructions to X
being countably generated are of two types: when there is even a single
finite rank atom N&N& of N such that

3(N&)<3(N )&=3(N )
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(or the dual condition on M); and the case when there is no such finite
rank atom, but the asymptotic distribution of the ranks associated with
fracture points grows unboundedly. We shall deal with these two cases
separately, in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.6, respectively.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a T(M)&T(N) wot-closed bimodule corre-
sponding to the homomorphism 3. Suppose that there is a finite rank atom
E=N&N& of N such that 3(N&)<3(N )=M is a left limit point. Then
X is not countably generated as an algebraic bimodule.

Proof. Let [Gi : i�1] be any countable subset of X. For convenience,
we may assume that each Gi is repeated infinitely often in the list, so that
each element X in the bimodule generated by the Gi is of the form
� p

i=1 SiGiTi .
Let E=N&N& and M$=3(N&). Then GiN&/M$ and GiN=MGiN.

As M is a left limit point and the operators Gi E are compact, we may
choose an increasing sequence Mk of elements of M with M$<Mk<M
such that

&M =
k GiE&<4&k for 1�i�k.

Choose a unit vector e in N&N& and unit vectors xk in Mk+1&Mk .
Define

x= :
k�1

2&kxk and X=xe*.

We will show that X does not lie in the bimodule generated by the set
[Gi : i�1].

Indeed, since X may be written as a finite sum X=�p
j=1 Aj Gj Bj for

elements Aj in T(M) and Bj in T(N), then for all k�p

2&k<&M =
k x&="M =

k :
p

j=1

A j Gj Bj Ne"
=" :

p

j=1

M =
k Aj M =

k Gj NB j Ne"
=" :

p

j=1

M =
k Aj (M =

k Gj E) B j Ne"
� :

p

j=1

&A j& 4&k &Bj&=4&k :
p

j=1

&Aj& &Bj&.

Clearly, this is impossible. K
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The presence of finitely many atoms with the properties of Lemma 3.1
does not prevent a bimodule from being countably generated as a norm-
closed bimodule (Theorem 9.1). However, infinitely many such atoms do
present an obstacle in this case (Lemma 3.4), and even one such atom
prevents the approximation being done with good norm-control, as the
next corollary shows.

Corrolary 3.2. Let X be a T(M)&T(N) wot-closed bimodule
corresponding to the homomorphism 3. Suppose that there is a finite rank
atom E=N&N& of N such that 3(N&)<3(N )=M is a left limit point.
Then there is no finite set of generators [Gi : 1�i�n] and constant C<�
so that each X in X can be approximated by terms of the form
X$=�p

j=1 Aj Gj Bj with Aj in T(M), Bj in T(N) and

:
p

j=1

&Aj& &Bj&<C &X&.

Proof. Following the setup of the preceding proof, we see that when-
ever X$ has the given form and &X$&X&<2&k&1, then &M =

k X$e&>
2&k&1; from which we deduce that �p

j=1 &Aj& &Bj&�2k&1. K

Of course, Lemma 3.1 has a dual formulation. This is most easily stated
in terms of the dual function 3*, but for later use, we also record an
equivalent version in terms of the function 3.

Corrolary 3.3. Let X be a T(M)&T(N) wot-closed bimodule
corresponding to the homomorphism 3. Suppose that one of the following
equivalent conditions holds:

(i) there is a finite rank atom M+&M of M and a right limit point
N of N such that N=3*(M )<3*(M+).

(ii) there is a finite rank atom M+&M of M and a right limit point
N of N such that 3(N )<M+=3(L) for all N<L�N$ in N.

Then X is not countably generated as an algebraic bimodule.

Proof. Condition (i) is clearly the dual of Lemma 3.1 obtained by
converting the obstruction for the T(M)*&T(N)* bimodule X* to one
for X and noting that 3* is obtained by conjugating by the order reversing
maps between N and N= and between M and M=.

To see that (ii) is equivalent to (i), first assume that (i) holds. Let
N$=3*(M+). Since N=3*(M ) is the largest element of N with
3(N )�M, it follows that 3(L)=M+ for all N<L�N$. So (ii) holds.
Conversely, if (ii) holds, it follows that 3*(M )=N and 3*(M+)�N$. So
(i) holds. K
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Next we notice that infinitely many occurrences of this obstruction leads
to an obstruction for the norm-closure. Note that while the nest projections
Nk need to be distinct, the projections N$k may be all the same (so that the
intervals Ek overlap). See Example 3.10 for an illustration.

Lemma 3.4. Let X be a T(M)&T(N) wot-closed bimodule corre-
sponding to the homomorphism 3. Suppose that N has a sequence of finite
rank intervals Ek=Nk&N$k with distinct Nk 's such that 3(N$k)<3(Nk)=
Mk and Mk is a left limit point of M. Then X is not countably generated as
a norm closed bimodule.

Proof. Let [Gi : i�1] be a countable subset of X. We shall construct
Lk<Mk in M such that

lim
k � �

&(Mk&Lk) XEk&=0

for every X in the norm-closed bimodule X generated by the Gi . As before,
we may assume that each generator is repeated infinitely often in the list,
so that each element X in X is a norm limit of operators of the form
�p

i=1 Si G i Ti .
Since GiEk is compact, we may choose elements Lk in M for k�1 so

that 3(N$k)�Lk<Mk and

&(Mk&Lk) Gi Ek &<2&k for 1�i�k.

Now Gi Nk=MkGi Nk and L=
k Gi=L=

k Gi N k$
=. Also, L=

k S=L=
k SL=

k and
TNk=Nk TNk for any S in T(M) and T in T(N). Thus L=

k Gi Nk=
(Mk&Lk) Gi Ek . For k�p compute

" (Mk&Lk) \ :
p

i=1

S i Gi Ti+ Ek"
=" :

p

i=1

(Mk&Lk) Si L=
k Gi NkTi Ek"

=" :
p

i=1

(Mk&Lk) Si (Mk&Lk) G i Ek Ti Ek"
<2&k :

p

i=1

&S i & &Ti & � 0.

Consequently, for any element X of the norm-closed bimodule generated
by [Gi : i�1],

lim
k � �

&(Mk&Lk) XEk&=0.
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For k�1, let Ak=Nk&Nk& be the atom with right limit Nk . By
hypothesis, these atoms are distinct. However, it is easy to construct a
partial isometry X in X which maps Ak isometrically into Mk&Lk for
every k because Mk&Lk is always infinite dimensional; whence
&(Mk&Lk) XEk&=1 for all k�1. Hence this X is not in the norm-closed
bimodule generated by [Gi : i�1]. K

Corollary 3.5. Let X be a T(M)&T(N) wot-closed bimodule
corresponding to the homomorphism 3. Suppose that M has a sequence of
finite rank intervals Fk=M$k&Mk with distinct Mk 's such that
3*(M$k)>3*(Mk)=Nk and Nk is a right limit point of N. Then X is not
countably generated as a norm closed bimodule.

We now examine the second type of obstruction that can arise. This con-
cerns the relative sizes of the dimensions of finite rank intervals N&N$
where (3(N$), 3(N )] has a fracture point M, and the finite codimension,
rank(3(N )&M ), of the fracture point. Recall that sp(X ) represents the p th
singular value or s-number of X. We need the identity [3, Lemma 1.4]

sp(X )= inf
rank(F )<p

&X&F&.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose that Ek=Nk&N$k is a sequence of finite rank
intervals of N such that each (3(N$k), 3(Nk)] has a fracture point Mk .
Suppose Mk<3(Nk) for all k, but that

lim
k � �

rank(Nk&3*(Mk))
rank(3(Nk)&Mk)

=�

Then X is not countably generated as a norm-closed bimodule.

Proof. Suppose [Gi : i�1] is a countable subset of X. We will show
that there are Lk<Mk in M such that every X in the norm-closed
bimodule generated by the Gi satisfies

lim
k � �

spk
((3(Nk)&Lk) XEk)=0

for any sequence pk of natural numbers which grows fast enough that that
rank(Nk&3*(Mk))�pk is bounded. We shall show that this property is not
valid for every element of X, and so the norm-closed ideal generated by the
Gi is not all of X.

Analyzing the Gi as before, one finds Lk in M so that 3(N$k)�Lk<Mk

and

&(Mk&Lk) Gi Ek&<2&k for 1�i�k.
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Consider a finite sum X=�p
i=1 S i Gi Ti with Si in T(M) and Ti in T(N).

We obtain as above

(3(Nk)&Lk) XEk

= :
p

i=1

(3(Nk)&Lk) S i Gi T i Ek

= :
p

i=1

(3(Nk)&Lk) S i L=
k Gi NkTi Ek

= :
p

i=1

(3(Nk)&Lk) S i (3(Nk)&Lk) G i (Nk&N$k) Ti Ek

= :
p

i=1

(3(Nk)&Lk) S i (3(Nk)&Mk) G i EkTi Ek

+ :
p

i=1

(3(Nk)&Lk) S i (Mk&Lk) G i Ek Ti Ek .

This is a sum of p terms that factor through (3(Nk)&Mk) plus a small
term bounded by 2&k �p

i=1 &Si & &Ti & for all k>p. This first term therefore
has rank at most p rank(3(Nk)&Mk) which is smaller than pk for large k
since limk � � p&1

k rank(3(Nk)&Mk) is comparable to

lim
k � �

rank(3(Nk)&Mk)
rank(Nk&3*(Mk))

=0.

Thus, we see that

lim
k � �

spk
((Mk&Lk) XEk)=0.

This estimate extends to the norm-closure.
To see that this does not hold for every element of X, observe that each

Nk can be paired with only one possible fracture point Mk . So for the
asymptotic condition on the ranks to hold, there must be infinitely many
distinct Nk . There may be repetition among the Mk 's, but even so, we can
pass to a subsequence of Nk 's on which each (Nk&3*(Mk)) contains a
subspace of dimension at least 1

2 rank(Nk&3*(Mk)) which is orthogonal
to all the previous spaces Nl&3*(Ml) in the subsequence. Since Mk&Lk

is infinite rank, we can construct partial isometries Vk in

(Mk&Lk) B(K, H)(Nk&3*(Mk))�X
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with pairwise orthogonal initial and final spaces, and which have rank
equal to pk := 1

2 rank(Nk&3*(Mk)). The partial isometry V=�k�1 Vk

then belongs to X and satisfies spk
((Mk&Lk) VEk)=1 for all k�1. K

There is a dual version of Lemma 3.8 for finite intervals of M similar to
Corollary 3.7. We leave the precise formulation to the reader. We combine
the four conditions that we have found to obtain necessary conditions for
X to be countably generated as an algebraic or norm-closed bimodule. The
converse will be established in Sections 8 and 9.

Corrolary 3.7. Suppose that X is a wot-closed T(M)&T(N)
bimodule with associated function 3 which is countably generated. Then there
is a constant C such that

(i) whenever N&N$ is a finite rank interval of N such that
(3(N$), 3(N )] contains a fracture point M,

rank(N&3*(M ))<C rank(3(N )&M );

(ii) whenever M$&M is a finite rank interval of M such that
[3*(M ), 3*(M$)) contains a fracture point N,

rank(3(N )&M )<C rank(N&3*(M )).

Proof. As pointed out in Section 2, condition (i) encodes two obstruc-
tions. When M=3(N ) is the fracture point, the inequality can never be
satisfied. This is a restatement of Lemma 3.1. When M<3(N ), condition
(i) is the growth control required by Lemma 3.6. So (i) is a necessary
condition. Condition (ii) is the dual condition contained in Corollary 3.3
and the unstated dual of Lemma 3.6. K

The norm closed version allows finitely many occurrences in which 3(N )
is a fracture point, but Lemma 3.4 and its dual Corollary 3.5 apply to show
that countably many occurrences form an obstruction. Lemma 3.8 and its
dual still apply. So we obtain the slightly different necessary conditions
which will also be shown to be sufficient in Section 9.

Corrolary 3.8. Suppose that X is a wot-closed T(M)&T(N)
bimodule with associated function 3 which is countably generated as a
norm-closed bimodule. Then there is a constant C such that

(i) whenever N&N$ is a finite rank interval of N such that
(3(N$), 3(N )] contains a fracture point M, then

rank(N&3*(M ))<C rank(3(N )&M )
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unless N is one of a finite collection of exceptional points, at which 3(N ) is
a left limit point;

(ii) whenever M$&M is a finite rank interval of M such that
[3*(M ), 3*(M$)) contains a cofracture point N, then

rank(3(N )&M )<C rank(N&3*(M ))

unless M is one of a finite collection of exceptional points, at which 3*(M )
is a right limit point.

We shall illustrate the subtleties contained in this formulation with a few
examples.

Example 3.9. Let N=[0, Ce] on a 1-dimensional Hilbert space Ce;
and let M be any nest on a Hilbert space H with I as a left limit point.
Let X=B(Ce, H). Then by Lemma 3.1, this bimodule is not countably
generated as an algebraic T(M)&T(N) bimodule.

However, it is singly generated as a norm-closed bimodule. Let u be any
vector which is not contained in any proper element of M, and set G=ue*.
Then if X=xe* is any element of X and =>0, choose M<I in M so
that &M=x&<=. Then A=&M=u&&2 (Mx)(M=u)* lies in T(M) and
&X&AG&=&M=X&<=.

On the other hand, Corollary 3.3 shows that given any finite collection
of norm generators, there can be no finite constant C so that the
approximating terms �j=1 Aj GjBj satisfy �j=1 &Aj & &Bj &<C &X&.
Nevertheless, this ideal has a countable set of generators with good norm
control. Let Mi be a sequence in M increasing to I. Choose unit vectors ui

in M =
i and set Gi :=uie*. Then for each X=xe* in X and =>0, choose i

sufficiently large so that &M =
i x&<=. Then Ai=Mixui* lies in T(M) and

satisfies &Ai&�&X& and

&X&AiGi&=&M =
i xe*&<=.

It follows from a routine approximation argument that there are Ti in
T(M) such that X=�i�1 TiGi and � i�1 &Ti&�&X&+=.

Example 3.10. Let M=[Mk : k�0] _ [H] be a nest of order type
|+1 such that rank Mk=k for k�0; and let N=M. Consider B(H) as
a T(M) bimodule. This corresponds to the function 3(0)=0 and
3(N )=I for all N>0 in N. Since I is a left limit point of M, it follows
from Lemma 3.4 with N$k=0 for every k that B(H) is not countably
generated as a norm-closed bimodule.
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Example 3.11. Let M=N=[0] _ [Mk : k # Z] _ [H] be nests of
order type 1+|*+|+1 with one-dimensional atoms Ak=Mk&Mk&1=
ekek* for k # Z. Unlike the previous example, B(H) is singly generated as
a T(M) bimodule. The operator U=�k # Z e&kek* will work [1]. Again
3(0)=0 and 3(N )=I for N>0. The reason this is not an obstruction is
because 0 is not the end point of any finite rank intervals.

One gets most of the way as follows. Let X be any operator and let =>0
be given. Choose distinct integers mk>|k| so that

&M =
mk

Xek&<2&|k|=.

Then let

S0= :
k # Z

Mmk
Xeke*mk

and T0= :
k # Z

e&mk
ek*.

Evidently, both S0 and T0 are triangular. One must verify that S0 is bounded.
Then X&S0 UT0 is a small trace class operator.

Similarly, X can be written as a convergent sum X=�i�0 Xi with
X0=S0 UT0 as above and so that each Xi factors as X i=S iUTi with

:
i�1

&S i&= :
i�1

&T i &<2=.

It may also be arranged that the ranges of Ti and the cokernels of the Si

are pairwise orthogonal. Then one checks that S=�i�0 S i and
T=�i�0 Ti result in a factorization X=SUT. (See the proof of
Lemma 4.1.)

Example 3.12. Let N be a nest of order |+1 with finite rank atoms,
and let M be a continuous nest. Then no non-zero wot-closed T(M)&
T(N) bimodule is countably generated as a norm-closed bimodule. For
indeed, 3(N ) is a left limit point unless it is 0. In Lemma 3.4, if 3(Nk0

)>0,
take N$k=0 for all k�k0 to obtain a contradiction.

Example 3.13. Let M=[0] _ [M \
t : t # R] _ [H] be the Cantor nest

(see [3, Section 2.6]). This is the atomic nest on l2(Q) such that

M +
t =span([$r : r�t]) and M &

t =span([$r : r<t]).

The atoms are Aq=M +
q &M &

q for q in Q. When t � Q, M +
t =M &

t .
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Let N be a continuous nest, and let X be a T(M)&T(N) bimodule.
In this case, 3* is an increasing function of M into N&[0, 1]. Every
point of N except for I is a right limit point. Thus in order for a bimodule
X to be countably generated algebraically, it is necessary by Lemma 3.1
that 3*(M &

t )=3*(M +
t ) for all t in Q. That these are indeed singly

generated could be deduced by an easy modification of the proof of
Theorem 4.3.

For X to be countably generated as a norm-closed bimodule, Lemma 3.4
shows that we require 3*(M &

t )=3*(M +
t ) except finitely often. Again,

these may be shown to be singly generated. But as in the first example,
countably many generators are needed to obtain good norm control of the
factorizations.

Example 3.14. Let M be the Cantor nest, and let N be the order
|+1 nest [Nk : k�0] _ [H] such that rank(Nk)=nk<� for all k�1.
Let X be a non-zero wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule associated to a
function 3. The left limit points of M are all the M &

t 's and I.
If 3(Nk)=M &

rk
for any k�1, we contradict Lemma 3.1 and so X is not

countably generated. If 3(Nk)=M &
rk

for infinitely many k, we contradict
Lemma 3.4 and X is not countably generated as a norm-closed bimodule.

Next, if 3(Nk)=M +
r for a fixed value r and all k>K, consider N$k=0

for all k�K. Then the fracture point of (3(N$k), 3(Nk)]=(0, M +
r ] is M &

r .
Notice that 3*(M &

r )=Nk0
where k0 is the largest integer with 3(Nk0

)<
M+

r , which is defined since 3(0)=0. This contradicts Lemma 3.6 since
rank(3(Nk)&M &

r )=1 and rank(Nk&Nk0
) tends to infinity. Therefore X is

again not countably generated as a norm-closed bimodule.
Now suppose that 3(Nk)=M +

rk
for all k�1 and rk is not eventually

constant. For convenience, we will suppose that rk is strictly increasing. We
will obtain a contradiction to Lemma 3.6 using N$k=Nk&1 if

R=sup
k�1

rank(Nk&Nk&1)=+�.

Indeed, the fracture point of (3(Nk&1 , 3(Nk)]=(M +
rk&1

, M +
rk

] is
Mk=M &

rk
. So rank(3(Nk)&Mk)=1.

On the other hand, if R<�, then let U be a partial isometry that sends
a unit vector from the atom Nk&Nk&1 to $rk

. An easy ad hoc argument
shows that every X in X is the sum of R terms that factor through U.

Finally, suppose that 3(Nk)=M +
rk

with finitely many exceptions and rk

is not eventually constant. Again the determining factor for whether X is
countably generated as a norm-closed bimodule is whether R is finite or
not because of Lemma 3.6. An easy modification of the previous paragraph
will yield a single generator for the norm-closed bimodule.
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Example 3.15. Let N=[Nk : k�0] _ [H] be a nest of order type
|+1 such that rank(Nk)=nk<� for all k�1; and let M be the ordinal
sum of a continuous nest and a nest of order |+1. That is,

M=[Lt�0: 0�t�1] _ [H�Mk : k�1] _ [H�H],

where mk=rank(Mk)<� for all k. Let X be a non-zero wot-closed
bimodule associated to the function 3(Nk)=H�Mk . Since H�0 is a
left limit point, Lemma 3.6 applies. A necessary condition for this bimodule
to be countably generated is that supk nk �mk<�.

Supposing that this condition is satisfied, we use as a generator the
operator described in the Section 5 that deals with the case of two nests of
discrete order type. Then given an operator T in X, we may write it as
T=[ T1

T2
]. The second term T2 is an element of a bimodule over two order

|+1 nests. This is handled in Section 5. To factor the term T1 through G,
the restriction of T1 to each Nk must essentially be factored through Mk .
This explains the obstruction due to the relative ranks of these two spaces.
The bound supk nk �mk will determine the number of terms of the form
Ai GBi needed to sum to T1 . While we could easily do this in an ad hoc
way, we will leave the details to Section 6.

4. THE INFINITE CASE

The purpose of this section is to establish that when both nests are
infinite multiplicity, then every wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule is
singly generated. Because the Similarity Theorem [2] is invoked, we are
not able to get a generator which is a partial isometry, but we can come
close, namely we may obtain a small compact perturbation of a partial
isometry.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that both M and N are infinite multiplicity nests,
and that N is atomic. Then every wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule X
is singly generated by a partial isometry G. Given $>0 and X in X, there
are elements S in T(M) and T in T(N) such that X=SGT and
&S& &T&<&X&+$. Moreover, if P and Q are any projections in D(M) and
D(N) respectively which are infinite rank on every interval, one may choose
G so that G=PGQ.

Proof. Let 3 be the homomorphism of N into M determined by X.
List the atoms of N as Ak=Nk&Nk& , and define Mk=3(Nk). Choose
pairwise orthogonal diagonal projections Ek�Mk in D(M) so that EkR
has infinite rank for every non-zero interval R of M with R�Mk . Choose
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any partial isometries Gk=GkAk with GkGk*=Ek and define G=�k Gk .
In particular, if P and Q are given, this construction may be done so that
Ek�P and Gk*Gk�AkQ so that Gk=PGkQ, and thus G=PGQ.

Fix a non-zero element X in X and $>0, and set = to be a small positive
number to be determined later. Consider an atom Ak . If Mk&Mk&=Bk is
an atom, then let Fk=Gk*BkEkGk be the (infinite rank) subprojection of
Ak which is mapped onto BkEk by Gk . Choose an isometry Tk of Ak onto
Fk . Then Sk=XT k*Gk* belongs to T(M) because Sk=Mk SkBk . Thus we
have the factorization SkGkTk=XAk .

Otherwise, Mk is a left limit point of M. Split Ek into two orthogonal
projections Ek, 1 and Ek, 2 each with support Mk . Let f k

n be an orthonormal
basis for Ak . For each n, choose a projection Lk

n<Mk so that &Lk=
n Xf k

n &<
4&n&k=2. Let ek

n=Lk
n Xf k

n and xk
n=Lk=

n Xf k
n . Then

Kk= :
�

n=1

xk
n f n

k*

has trace norm at most 4&k=2 and thus Xk=XAk&Kk has norm at most
&X&+4&k=2. Choose an orthonormal set of vectors yk

n=(Mk&Lk
n) Ek, 1 yk

n

in Mk . Then zk
n=Gk*yk

n are unit vectors in AkH. Define Sk and Tk to be
the operators

Sk= :
�

n=1

ek
n yn

k* and Tk= :
�

n=1

zk
n fn

k*.

Clearly, Tk is a partial isometry in Ak B(H) Ak . Then Sk is bounded
because Sk=Xk Tk*Gk*, and it belongs to T(M). Thus we obtain the
factorization Sk Gk Tk=Xk .

The operator K=��
k=1 Kk is a trace class operator in X of trace norm

at most =2. Let T=��
k=1 Tk . This is an isometry in D(N). Moreover, let

S := :
�

k=1

S k=(X&K ) T*G*.

So S lies in T(M) and &S&<&X&+=2, and SGT=X&K.
It remains to deal with K. Keeping the same notation, choose sequences

Lk
n, i of elements of M increasing to Mk so that

:
�

n=1

:
�

i=1

&(Lk
n, i&Lk

n, i&1) xk
n &1�2<2&k=,

where Lk
n, 0=Lk

n . Set xk
n, i=(Lk

n, i&Lk
n, i&1) xk

n . Choose pairwise orthogonal
unit vectors yk

n, i in Ek, 2(Mk&Lk
n, i), and set zk

n, i=Gk*yk
n, i .
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Now define

C= :
�

k=1

:
�

n=1

:
�

i=1

&xk
n, i&

&1�2 xk
n, i y

k*n, i

and

D= :
�

k=1

:
�

n=1

:
�

i=1

&xk
n, i&

1�2 zk
n, i f n

k*.

Then simple estimates show that &C&<= and &D&<=. Moreover, CGD=K
and

(S+C ) G(T+D)=X.

Finally, we estimate

&S+C& &T+D&<(&X&+=+=2)(1+=)<&X&+$

provided that =(&X&+1+2=+=2)<$. K

Corollary 4.2. Suppose that both M and N are infinite multiplicity
nests. Suppose that X is a wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule associated
to the function 3. Moreover suppose that N can be decomposed as a sum of
intervals Ak=Nk&N$k such that 3 is constant on each segment (N$k , Nk].
Then X is singly generated by a partial isometry G. Given $>0 and X in X,
there are elements S in T(M) and T in T(N) such that X=SGT and
&S& &T&<&X&+$.

Proof. Let N0 be the subnest of N generated by the endpoints of the
intervals Ak . Then N0 is atomic. Moreover, since 3 is constant on each Ak ,
it is easy to see that X is also a T(M)&T(N0) bimodule. So the previous
theorem applies. However, the factorization of an element X in X as
X=SGT will then use T in T(N0), which is strictly larger than T(N).

To rectify this, we have to worry about two separate cases. If N$k+>N$k ,
then Ak has an initial atom Ak, 0=N$k+&N$k . Set Ak, 1=Ak&Ak, 0 . This is
the easy case. Otherwise, N$k is a right limit point. Choose a decreasing
sequence Nk=Nk, 0>Nk, i>Nk, i+1> } } } decreasing to N$k . Set Ak, i=
Nk, i&1&Nk, i for i�1. Let N1 be the subnest of N with the atoms Ak, i .
Then X is a T(M)&T(N1) bimodule.

Define an isometry W in T(N) as follows. On each interval Ak with an
initial atom Ak, 0 , define an isometry Wk of Ak onto Ak, 0 . For the others,
define Wk to map Ak, i isometrically onto Ak, i+1 for each i�1. Then
W=�k Wk is the desired operator. Note that W belongs to D(N0); whence
W* belongs to T(N).
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Apply Lemma 4.1 to obtain a generator G for X as a T(M)&T(N1)
bimodule. Then for X in X, consider XW* which also belongs to X since
X is a right T(N0) module. By the lemma, there are S in T(M) and T in
T(N1) so that

XW*=SGT and &S& &T&<&XW*&+$=&X&+$.

Then we obtain the factorization X=SG(TW ). Moreover, on each interval
Ak one sees that Ak TWAk=Ak TAk Wk lies in T(N). In the case of an
initial atom Ak, 0 , this operator has range in Ak, 0 . And in the other case,
it belongs to T(N1) and is strictly upper triangular. So in either case, it
belongs to T(N). Thus TW lies in T(N); and we obtain the desired
factorization. K

When the function 3 is an order isomorphism, a generator is provided
by the Similarity Theorem [2]. When it is not an order isomorphism, it is
because 3 is constant on some intervals or (dually) has jump discon-
tinuities. The previous corollary is designed to handle this additional
difficulty.

Theorem 4.3. Let M and N be nests with no finite rank atoms. Then
every wot-closed T(N)&T(M) bimodule is singly generated algebraically.
In fact, given =>0, the generator G may be chosen so that G differs from a
partial isometry by a compact operator of norm at most =; and so that for
each X in X, there are operators S in T(M) and T in T(N) so that
X=SGT and &S& &T&�(2+=) &X&.

Proof. Let M0=3(N) and N0=3*(M). By Proposition 1.2, 3 is an
order isomorphism of N0 onto M0 with inverse 3*. Now M0 and N0 are
not necessarily nests, as they need not be complete. However, because of
the left continuity of 3 and the right continuity of 3*, they are both
complete except for countably many points. Proposition 1.1 explains the
exceptions. If 3 is right discontinuous at N, then N is a right limit point
of N and

L=3(N )<M= inf
N$>N

3(N$).

So 3* is constant on [L, M ), and (L, M ) is omitted from M0 , as well as
M if the infimum is not attained. Likewise, if 3* is left discontinuous at M,
then M is a left limit point of M and

K=3*(M )>N= sup
M$<M

3*(M$).
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Then 3 is constant on (N, K] and (N, K ) is omitted from N0 , as well as
N if the supremum is not attained.

Let us define 3 +(N ) :=infN$+>N3(N$). This agrees with 3(N ) at points
of continuity, and is right continuous. Likewise, define 3 *&(M ) :=
inf M$&<M 3*(M$). This agrees with 3*(M ) at points of continuity, and is
left continuous.

Let Nk for k in 7N be the points of discontinuity of 3 and set
Ek=3 +(Nk)&3(Nk). Similarly, let Mj for j in 7M be the points of
discontinuity of 3* and set Fj=3*(Mj)&3*&(Mj). Let E=�k Ek and
F=�j Fj . Let 0N be the order type of N, and let the intervals F j

correspond to intervals 8j of 0N . Then set

0$N=0N>.
j

Int(8j).

Similarly, we define 0$M.
The natural compression of 3 to a map of 0$N into 0$M is an order

isomorphism. We need to know that this yields an order isomorphism of
the corresponding compressions of the nests: M$=M | E=H and
N$=N |F=H. This need not be the case, but can be arranged to be true
using the Similarity Theorem [2]. Let $ be a small positive number to be
determined later as a function of =. Let + be a non-atomic measure suppor-
ted on 0$M which has non-zero measure on every uncountable interval.
Then define a nest M� on HM�L2(+) given by Mt �M/[0, t]

L2(+) for each
t # 0M. This nest is canonically order isomorphic to M and has the desired
property for the restriction map. Since the nests are infinite, dimension is
preserved automatically. By the Similarity Theorem, there is an invertible
operator S0 which is the sum of a unitary operator and a compact operator
of norm less than $ so that S0M=M� implementing the given order
isomorphism. Likewise, we define a similarity T0 on N. As the bimodule
X is determined solely by the function 3, it is easy to see that nothing is
changed by replacing M and N by M� and N� respectively except for the
norm estimates which need to be adjusted by a possible factor of

&S0& &S&1
0 & &T0& &T &1

0 &<(1+$)2 (1&$)&2.

We will suppose that this has been done.
Now non-trivial intervals of 0$N correspond to non-trivial intervals of

N$; and likewise for 0$M and M$. Hence we obtain an order isomorphism
3 $ of N$ onto M$. As both nests are infinite, 3 $ preserves dimension.
Choose diagonal projections P1 in D(M$)=E=D(M) and Q1 in
D(N$)=F =D(N) which are infinite rank on every interval of M$ and N$
respectively, as are their complements P=

1 and Q=
1 . By the Similarity

Theorem, there is a (relatively) invertible operator G1=P1 G1Q1 such that
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G1Q1 N$=P13 $(N$) for all N$ in N$, and so that G1 is a partial isometry
plus a compact of norm at most $.

Let M1=EM be the restriction of M to EH. The space EX may be
thought of as a T(M1)&T(N) bimodule. Thus by Corollary 4.2, this
bimodule has a partially isometric generator G2 such that G2=P=

1 G2Q=
1 .

(It turns out to be unnecessary to do the same for N.)
Let G=G1+G2 . This is the desired generator. To see this, let X be an

element of X of norm one. Let S1 and R1 be operators in T(M) so that
S1 R1=E= and R1S1=P1 , and &S1& &R1&<1+$, which exist by [9].
Then

E=X=S1G1(G&1
1 R1E=X )=S1 GT1 ,

where T1=G&1
1 R1E=X belongs to T(N). So

&S1& &T1 &<&G&1
1 & &S1& &R1& &X&<(1&$)&1 (1+$) &X&.

By Corollary 4.2, there are operators S2 in T(M) and T2 in T(N) so that
EX=S2G2 T2 and &S2& &T2&<(1+$) &X&. Now scale the S i and Ti so
that &Si &=&Ti &. Then S=S1+S2 and T=T1+T2 work. Because
S1=S1P1 and S2=S2P=

1 and likewise T1=Q1T1 and T2=Q=
1 T2 , we see

that

SGT=S1G1 T1+S2 G2T2=E=X+EX=X.

and

&S& &T&�(&S1&2+&S2&2)1�2 (&T1&2+&T2 &2)1�2�2+3$+$2.

Of course, reversion to the original nests undoing the modification by the
Similarity Theorem replaces the generator G by S0GT &1

0 which is still a
small compact perturbation of a partial isometry. If X is an element of X,
then X0=S &1

0 XT0 lies in the bimodule as considered above and factors as
X0=SGT. So we realize the factorization

X=S0X0T &1
0 =(S0SS &1

0 )(S0GT &1
0 )(T0TT &1

0 ).

Thus we obtain the norm estimate

&S0SS &1
0 & &T0 TT &1

0 &�(2+3$+$2)(1+$)2(1&$) &2&X&.

An appropriate choice of $ achieves the desired estimate. K
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5. THE DISCRETE CASE

An important special case occurs when M and N are nests of discrete
order type with finite rank atoms. Write

M=[Mk : k # 0M] and N=[Nk : k # 0N]

where 0M and 0N are intervals in [&�] _ Z _ [�]. The point � is
used when I is a left limit point of the nest, and &� is used when 0 is a
right limit point. The function 3 associated to a non-zero wot-closed
bimodule X is determined by a map % of 0N into 0M given by
3(Nk)=M%(k) . Likewise define %*. The only possible left limit point of M

is IM=M� ; and the only possible right limit point of N is 0N=N&� .
Thus the obstructions of Corollary 3.7 for X to be singly generated reduce
to (i) Lemma 3.1 forces the condition 3(Nk)<IM for all k<� when IM

is a left limit point unless 0N is a right limit point and X=B(H), and
(ii) Corollary 3.3 requires that 3*(Mk)>0N for all Mk>0 if 0N is a right
limit point unless IM is a left limit point and X=B(H).

We shall prove:

Theorem 5.1. Let M and N be nests of discrete order types 0M and
0N respectively with finite dimensional atoms. Let X be a non-zero
wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule with associated maps 3 and %. The
following are equivalent

(1) X is countably generated algebraically.

(2) (a) 0 is a right limit point of N, I is a left limit point of M, and
X=B(H); or

(b) (i) limk � � 3*(Mk)=IN and (ii) limk � &� 3(Nk)=0M.

(3) (a) &� # 0N and %(k)=+� for all k>&�; or
(b) (i) %(k)<� for k<� and (ii) %*(k)>&� for k>&�.

In these cases, X is singly generated. Indeed, there is a partial isometry G in
X so that every element X of X decomposes as X=A1GB1+A2GB2 for Ai

in T(M) and Bi in T(N) with &Ai& &Bi&�&X&.

The discussion preceding the theorem shows that (1) implies (2) which
is easily seen to be equivalent to (3). It remains to prove the converse.

Remark 5.2. We will give a concrete description of the operator G
which will be used to generate X in case (b). We may arbitrarily extend M

and N to maximal nests M$ and N$ by choosing an ordered basis for each
atom. As these new nest algebras are smaller, a generator for X as a
T(M$)&T(N$) bimodule will be a generator as a T(M)&T(N)
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bimodule as well. Thus we may as well assume that the atoms are all one-
dimensional. Let [en : n # 0$M] be an orthonormal basis for HM, where
0$M equals 0M with +� and the initial element deleted; and similarly
[ fn : n # 0$N] is an orthonormal basis for HN so that

Mk=span[en : n�k] and Nk=span[ fn : n�k].

The generator G assigns Gfk=es using the ``greedy algorithm.'' This sends
each fk to es , where s is the greatest permissible choice (s�%(k)) which is
not taken by a smaller value of k, and otherwise sends it to 0. So, for
example, if %(k)=l>%(k&1), then Gfk=el . On the other hand, suppose
that %(k&1)=%(k)=l and %(k$)<l for k$<k&1. Then if %(k&2)�l&2,
we assign Gfk=el&1 . But if %(k&2)=l&1, then G sends fk$ to e l&1 where
k$ is the smallest value with %(k$)=l&1 and fk is sent to something further
down the line, if anywhere. The precise formula is: Gfk=es where s is the
largest integer such that

|[n : s�%(n), n<k]|=%(k)&s. (1)

The set on the left hand side represents all the integers n such that fn is
permitted to map to es in X (i.e. s�%(n)) which have higher priority (i.e.,
n<k). The right hand side counts how many earlier opportunities there
were for choosing an image for fk . If this right hand side were larger, then
larger s would achieve equality. However, if the left hand side is always
greater than the right hand side, then we assign Gfk=0. The condition b(ii)
implies that %(n)<s for n sufficiently small, which guarantees that the set
on the left hand side of (5.3) is always finite. And condition b(i) guarantees
that %(k)<+� so that the right hand side is always finite.

Example 5.3. A good example to keep in mind is when M=N and
X=T0(N), the ideal of strictly upper triangular operators. In this case, it
helps to change notation. Let the nth block of N have dimension d(n). Let
fn, j for 1� j�d(n) be an orthonormal basis for this block. The function %
is defined by %(n)=n&1. However, the dimensions of the blocks com-
plicates the picture. It is always the case that Gfn, j= fn&1, j for
1� j�min[d(n&1), d(n)]. So it is not too difficult to see that the greedy
algorithm assigns Gfn, j= fm, j where

m=max[k : k<n and d(k)� j]

unless this set is empty, in which case Gfn, j=0.
In certain cases, it is easy to prove that G generates T0(N) as a

two-sided ideal of T(N). If d(n) is monotone increasing, then G is
supported on the first superdiagonal. Thus every T in T0(N) factors as
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T=G(G*T ) and G*T is upper triangular. The case to keep in mind is
when the dimensions fluctuate a lot; for example, when d(n)=gcd( |n|, 2 |n|).

Notice that no matter what possible generator is chosen, a sum of two
terms may be needed to express every operator in T0(N). For suppose
d(1)=d(4)=2 while d(2)=d(3)=1 and d(n)=0 otherwise. If an operator
G0 is to generate T0(N), then it must have non-zero entries in each of its
first super-diagonal positions. Consider the matrices

G=\
0 0 0 0 0 V

+ and T=\
0 0 1 0 0 0

+ .

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

One may multiply G0 on both sides by invertible elements of T(N) so that
it looks like G where the V is either 1 or 0. Clearly, a 1 in the (1, 6) entry
can only help, so we assume it is a 1. This G is the canonical one obtained
using the greedy algorithm. Now, consider the possibilities for generating
T. It is easy to see in this case that the V entry is of no use. But if it is 0,
then G has rank 3 and since rank T=4, it cannot be written as AGB for
A and B in T(N). So two terms are needed.

Lemma 5.4. Consider two discrete nests M=[Mn : n # 0M] and
N=[Nn : n # 0N], and let X be a T(M)&T(N) bimodule. Then every X
in X can be factored as X=JT, where T is in T(N) and J is a partial
isometry in X such that J*J commutes with N and the range of J coincides
with the closed range of X.

Proof. The subspaces Rn :=XNn � XNn&1 have dimension dim
(Nn � Nn&1) or less, so we can define a partial isometry J mapping each
atom Nn � Nn&1 onto Rn . Clearly T :=J*X belongs to T(N), and
X=JT. Since JNn�XNn , it follows that J lies in X, and J*J commutes
with N. K

Remark 5.5. Of course, by taking adjoints, it is also clear that every X
in X factors as TJ for T in T(M) and J a partial isometry in X such that
JJ* commutes with M and the kernel of J coincides with the kernel of X.

We first prove the result for finite nests. By limiting the number of terms
and the norms of the factors, we are then able to proceed by induction.

Lemma 5.6. Let M and N be maximal nests on finite dimensional
Hilbert spaces HM and HN respectively. Suppose that X is a wot-closed
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T(M)&T(N) bimodule. Then there is a partial isometry G in X such that
every X in X decomposes as

X=A1GB1+A2GB2

for operators Ai in T(M) and Bi in T(N) with &Ai& &Bi&�&X&.

Proof. Let e1 , ..., em and f1 , ...fn be bases of HM and HN respectively,
chosen so that ei spans the ith atom of M and fj spans the j th atom of N.
The bimodule X is associated with the order preserving map 3 of N into
M; and this is equivalent to an order preserving map % of [1, ..., n] into
[1, ..., m] such that X is the span of the matrix units [ei f j*: i�%( j)].

We now describe the greedy algorithm for constructing the generator G
in the finite dimensional case. G will be the sum of certain matrix units
ei f j* which will be determined by induction on j. Assume that matrix units
of the desired form have been chosen for 1� j< j0 . Then let i0 be the
largest value of i�%( j0) such that no matrix unit of the form ei f j* with
j< j0 has already been chosen. If no such i can be found, simply proceed
to the next step, otherwise include the matrix unit ei0

f *j0
in the sum making

up G. As in Remark 5.1, the precise formula is given by Eq (1): Gfj=es

where s�1 is the largest integer such that |[n : s�%(n), n< j]|=%( j)&s if
one exists, and otherwise Gfj=0.

The proof that G generates X will proceed by induction on dim HN. We
adopt the hypothesis that, if we are given any T(M$)&T(N$) bimodule
where M$ and N$ are nests on finite dimensional spaces and
dim HN$<dim HN, then the greedy algorithm just described will provide
a generator for this bimodule which satisfies all the conclusions of the
lemma. For technical reasons, we also include the hypothesis that the
ranges of Ai and the cokernels of Bi belongs to the range and the cokernel
respectively of X. The initial case of dim HN=0 is vacuous.

Let f := fk where k is the first value for which %(k) is non-zero. By the
greedy algorithm, e :=Gf is equal to e%(k) . Let P be the projection onto the
span of e and Q the projection onto the span of f.

Suppose that X in X is given. By Lemma 5.4, we can factor X as JT
where J is a partial isometry in X and J*J is diagonal with respect to the
basis [ f j]. Thus J2 :=JQ= is also a partial isometry in X. Bearing
Remark 5.5 in mind, factor J2 as J$J3 , where J3 is a partial isometry in X
such that J3 J3* is diagonal with respect to [ei] and ker J3=ker J2 . Set
J4 :=P=J3 , which is again a partial isometry in X. Since J2Q=0 and
ker J2=ker J3 , J3Q=0, and so J4=P=J4Q=.

This means that if we compress to P= and Q=, then we can apply the
induction hypothesis to the compression of J4 . Indeed we claim that
G$ :=P=GQ= is exactly the operator which is obtained from the greedy
algorithm for the nests M$ :=P=M and N$ :=Q=N. For with M$ and
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N$ the greedy algorithm essentially runs exactly as it would with M and
N, if we had added the restriction that that column corresponding to fk

and the row corresponding to e%(k) cannot have matrix units assigned to
them. But this has no effect on the construction until after we have passed
the kth column. Thereafter matrix units are still assigned to the same places
as in G, because the prohibition on the row corresponding to e%(k) was
already being enforced by the greedy algorithm in the construction of G by
the presence of the matrix unit e%(k) f k*.

Thus, by the induction hypothesis, we may obtain a factorization of J4

as A$1G$B$1+A$2G$B$2 for operators A$i and B$i in P=T(M) P= and
Q=T(N) Q= respectively. Since J4 is a partial isometry, &A$i & &B$i &�1. So
we rescale, if necessary, to make all the A$i and B$i into contractions. But
now

J=J$J4+J$PJ3+JQ

=J$(A$1 G$B$1+A$2G$B$2)+J$(ev*)+uf *

where u :=Jf and v :=J3*e. Rearranging this gives

J=[J$A$1 J$ee*] _G$
0

0
ef *&_

B$1
fv*&+[J$A$2 ue*] _G$

0
0

ef *&_
B$2
ff *&

=J$[A$1 ee*] G _B$1
fv*&+[J$A$2 ue*] G _ B$2

ff *& .

Multiplying on the right by T will give the desired decomposition of X,
provided the factorizing operators can be shown to satisfy the appropriate
norm conditions. Clearly A1 :=J$[A$1 ee*] is a contraction and the norm
of B2 :=[ B$2

ff *] T is no more than &T&. To see that A2 :=[J$A$2 ue*] is a
contraction, we need to check that u is orthogonal to Ran J$A$2 . By the
induction hypothesis, the range of J$A$2 is contained in Ran J$J4 . Since
J4=P=J3 and P commutes with J3J 3*,

Ran J$A$2�Ran J$J3=Ran J2=Ran JQ=.

Since Q commutes with J*J and u belongs to Ran JQ, the result follows.
Likewise the cokernel of B$1 is contained in the cokernel of J4 . Since

J4=P=J3 , and J3J3* commutes with P, the cokernel of J4 is orthogonal to
the cokernel of PJ3 , which contains v. Therefore the norm of B1 :=[ B$1

fv ] T
is bounded by &T& and so &Ai& &Bi&�&T&=&X&. K

We are now poised to complete the proof of the main theorem of this
section.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. As noted in Remark 5.1, we may assume that M

and N are maximal nests with bases [ei : i # 0$M] and [ fj : j # 0$N] for HM

and HN such that ei and f i span the i th atom of M and N respectively.
Case (a) follows as in Example 3.11. The generator G is defined by

Gfk=e&k for all k�k0 where k0 is sufficiently large that k0 belongs to 0N

and &k0 belongs to 0M . The fact that every X in B(H) factors as
X=AGB for certain A in T(M) and B in T(N) with &A& &B&�&X&+=
duplicates earlier arguments, and will be omitted. By taking ==&X& and
Ai=A�2 and Bi=B, we achieve the (weaker) conclusion of the theorem in
this case.

Now suppose that (b) holds. We may suppose that 3(N ){0 for N{0
by the simple expedient of restricting N to 3*(0)=. Indeed, after finding
a generator G in that setting, it is easy to see that G3*(0)= is the desired
generator. Let Fk :=Nk&N&k and Ek :=M%(k)&M%(&k) . (Minor modifi-
cations are necessary if 0N does not contain all of Z. If 0N is bounded
above by k1 , we may set Nk :=Nk1

for all k�k1 and no difficulties occur.
When 0N is bounded below by k0 , we set Fk=Nk for k>&k0 and Ek :=
M%(k)&M%(k0+1)&k if 0M is not bounded below, and Ek :=M%(k) if it is.)
The intervals Fk and Ek are always finite rank.

Given a fixed X in X, we can apply the analysis of Lemma 5.6 to Ek XFk

to factor Ek XFk=AkGkBk+CkGkDk , where Gk is given by the greedy
algorithm for the EkT(M) Ek&Fk T(N) Fk bimodule Ek XFk . Here Ak

and Ck belong to Ek T(M) Ek and Bk and Dk belong to FkT(N) Fk , and
all have norm at most &X&1�2. By dropping to a subsequence, we may
suppose that the bounded sequences Ak , Bk , Ck , Dk and Gk converge in
the weak operator topology to bounded operators A, B, C, D and G
respectively.

We first show that G is the partial isometry constructed using the greedy
algorithm. Let k be fixed and consider Gk . We have Gk fj=es when s is the
largest integer such that the modified Eq. (1) holds:

|[n : %(&k)�s�%(n), &k�n< j] |=%( j)&s.

Since limk � &� %(k)=&�, the left hand side will be independent of k�ks

for fixed s once %(&ks)<s. As this definition always picks the largest
possible s, we see that if Gk fj=es , then Gk$ fj=es for all k$>k�ks and
thus in the limit Gfj=es . Of course, it may happen that Gk fj=0 up to
some point, after which is becomes defined as a non-zero vector; or it may
remain 0. In either case, it is clear that G is determined by Eq. (1) so this
is indeed the greedy algorithm's choice. In particular, G is a partial
isometry.
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Note that GkNp=M%( p) GkNp and M =
%(&p) Gk=M =

%(&p)Gk N =
&p . Thus for

any S in T(M) and T in T(N),

EpSGk TFp=M%( p)M =
%(&p) SGkTNpN =

&p

=M%( p)M =
%(&p) SM=

%(&p) Gk NpTNpN =
&p

=M%( p)M =
%(&p) SM =

%(&p)M%( p) Gk N =
&pNpTNpN =

&p

=EpSEp GkFp TFp .

An easy modification of this argument verifies this formula when the
definitions of Ek and Fk are modified because 0N is bounded below.

For each p, Ep and Fp are finite rank, so each of the sequences EpAkEp ,
EpCk Ep , Fp Bk Fp , Fp Dk Fp and EpGkFp converge in norm to EpAFp ,
EpBFp , Ep CFp , EpDFp and EpGFp respectively. Hence for each fixed p,

EpXFp= lim
k � �

Ep(Ek XFk) Fp

= lim
k � �

EpAkGkBkFp+EpCk GkDkFp

= lim
k � �

EpAkEpGkFpBkFp+EpCk EpGkFpDk Fp

=EpAEp GFpBFp+EpCEp GFpDFp

=Ep(AGB+CGD) Fp .

Finally, letting p go to +�, Fp converges strongly to the identity and
because b(ii), Ep converges strongly to 3(IN). As X=3(IN) X, we obtain
the desired decomposition. K

6. THE SEMI-DISCRETE CASE

In this section, we consider the case in which N is discrete but M is
arbitrary. The new ingredient is the limitation from Lemma 3.6. To deal
with this, we need the following easy lemma.

Lemma 6.1. Let M and N be nests of order type |+1, and let X be a
T(M)&T(N) bimodule which is determined by a function 3 of N into
itself. Let G be the generator of this bimodule defined by the greedy
algorithm. Suppose in addition that there is a positive integer C so that for
every k�1,

rank(Nk)�C rank(3(Nk)).
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Then there are partial isometries Ui for 1�i�C in T(N) such that the
range of each Ui lies in the cokernel of G (i.e. UiU i*�G*G) and
�n

i=1 U i*Ui=I.

Proof. We construct the Ui inductively by defining them on the
subspaces Nk for k�1. For k=1, note that the rank of GN1 is equal to the
minimum of rank(N1) and rank(3(N1)), and by hypothesis, we have
rank(N1)�C rank(3(N1)). So there are partial isometries Ui defined on N1

with the desired properties:

Ui NiU i*�N1G*G and :
C

i=1

U i*UiN1=N1 .

Now assume that Ui have been defined on Nk&1 such that

Ui Nk&1U i*�Nk&1 G*G and :
C

i=1

U i*UiNk&1=Nk&1 .

It suffices to extend the definitions of the Ui to the atom Ak=Nk&Nk&1 .
If GAk is one to one on Ak , then we may replace U1 by U1+GAk and
leave the other Ui the same. Otherwise, if GAk is not one to one on Ak ,
then G maps Nk onto 3(Nk); whence

rank(Nk)�C rank(3(Nk))=C rank(GNk).

It is possible to extend the definition of each Ui to Ak by mapping a
subspace of Ak with dimension at most rank(GNk)&rank(UiNk&1) into
G*GNk �Ran(U iNk&1). Now

:
C

i=1

rank(GNk)&rank(U iNk&1)�C rank(GNk)&rank(Nk&1)

�rank(Nk)&rank(Nk&1)

=rank(Ak).

Thus the partial isometries Ui may be extended to Nk with the desired
properties. K

The first condition of Theorem 2.1 now has full force in our setting, but
condition (ii) can be simplified as in the discrete case because 0N is the
only possible right limit point of N.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose that N is a discrete nest with finite rank atoms,
and that X is a wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule with associated
function 3. Then X is countably generated algebraically if and only if
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(i) there is a constant C such that whenever N&N$ is a finite rank
interval of N such that (3(N$), 3(N )] contains a fracture point M,

rank(N&3*(M ))<C rank(3(N )&M );

(ii) if 0N is a right limit point of N and 3*(M )=0N<3*(M+),
then M+&M is infinite rank.

In this case, X has a single generator generator G, which may be chosen to
be a partial isometry and every X in X may be expressed as the sum of at
most C+2 terms of the form AGB such that &A& &B&�&X&.

Proof. The necessity of these conditions follows from Corollary 3.7. So
we assume that they hold, and will construct a single generator.

Let the atoms of N be denoted as Ak=Nk&Nk&1 for k # 0$N . If 0 is a
right limit point of N and M0 :=3 +(0)=3(Nk) for some integer k, set
k0=sup[k : 3(Nk)=M0] and F0=Nk0

. Condition (ii) implies that
M0&M0& is either 0 or infinite rank (see Corollary 3.3). Otherwise, set
k0=&� and F0=0. For n�1, let Fn=�k # Jn

Ak be the maximal intervals
for which 3(Nk) differ by a finite rank projection in M and k>k0 . Let Ln

and Rn be the left and right end points respectively of the interval Fn . Also
let En=3(Fn) be the image interval in M.

Let Mn denote the fracture point of En if it exists, and let E$n be the finite
rank interval M=

n En . In this case, condition (i) becomes

rank(Nk&Ln)<C rank(3(Nk)&Mn) for k # Jn .

In particular, the right hand side is strictly positive.
When there is no fracture point, the terminal segment E$n of En must

have order type 1+|* with finite rank atoms or of finite type p+1 with
one infinite rank atom followed by p finite rank ones (or when Rn=IN is
a right limit point, E$n has order type 1+|*+|+1 or |+1 with the
first atom infinite). In these cases, define Mn to be the left endpoint of the
interval E$n .

The generator G is defined on F0 akin to the situation of condition (a)
of Theorem 5.1. If B0=M0&M0& is an infinite rank atom, let GF0 be an
isometry of F0 onto a subspace of B0 of infinite codimension. If M0 is a left
limit point, choose a sequence M 0

k in M increasing to M0 such that
rank(M 0

k&M 0
k&1)�2 and choose unit vectors ek in M 0

k&M 0
k&1 . Then

define GF0 to be an isometry of F0 onto span[ek : k�1] obtained by
sending a standard basis for F0 to the ek 's.

The generator G is defined from each Fn into E$n by the greedy algorithm
for E$nXFn by Theorem 5.1. When the initial atom has infinite rank, the
greedy algorithm continues to fill up the infinite atom so that GFn will be
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isometric on Fn . The conditions of Theorem 5.1 are valid, as they are
special cases of the conditions of this theorem.

When Mn is a fracture point, GFn need not be an isometry and in fact
rankFn may be greater than rank E$n . However, when Mn is not a fracture
point, En is infinite rank. Moreover, except possibly at the left endpoint of
N with Mn=0M , the interval Fn is finite or order type |+1. Given the
order type of E$n , it follows that GFn is always an isometry in these cases.

The generator G is obtained as the sum G=�k�0 GFk . Clearly G is a
partial isometry. We verify that it is indeed a generator.

Let X in X be given. For each n, the operator E$n XFn belongs to the
bimodule E$nXFn over the nests E$nM and Fn M. By Theorem 5.1, there are
operators An, &i in T(E$nM) and Bn, &i in T(FnN) for i=1, 2 such that

E$nXFn=An, &1GBn, &1+An, &2GBn, &2 ,

where &An, &i &�&X& and &Bn, &i&=1. Let A&i=�n An, &i and B&i=
�n Bn, &i . Then

X$=X&A&1GB&1&A&2GB&2=:
n

Mn XFn

satisfies E$n X$Fn=0 for all n. This analysis may not apply directly to XF0 ,
but case (a) of Theorem 5.1 applies with minor modifications.

Now consider Xn :=MnXFn . When Mn is a fracture point, we may apply
Lemma 6.1 to obtain C partial isometries Un, i in T(FnN) so that

Un, i U*n, i�FnG*G and :
C

i=1

U*n, iUn, i=Fn .

In this case, write

Xn= :
C

i=1

Xn U*n, iUn, i= :
C

i=1

(XnU*n, iG*) GUn, i .

Note that An, i :=XnU*n, i G*=Mn(XnU*n, i G*) E$n and therefore belongs to
T(M) and satisfies &An, i &�&X&.

If Mn=0, there is nothing to do. In the remaining cases, GFn is an
isometry. Let An, 1=XnG* and Un, 1=Fn which yields Xn=An, iGUn, 1 . Let
Un, i=An, i=0 for i>1.

Now combine these terms into a global factorization. For 1�i�C, let
Ui=�n Un, i and

Ai=:
n

An, i=X$U i*G*.
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Then Ai lies in T(M) and satisfies &Ai&�&X&. Also X$=�C
i=1 AiGUi .

Putting this together with the earlier two terms constructed, we obtain a
factorization of X using C+2 terms (C=1 if case (ii) does not occur) with
good norm estimates. K

7. THE SEMI-ATOMIC CASE

In this section we prove the main theorem in the case when N is an
atomic nest with no infinite rank atoms, and M is arbitrary. We dub this
the semi-atomic case. This case serves to completely complement the infinite
case proved in Section 4, and we will use these two results to prove the
sufficiency of our conditions in full generality in the next section.

To study the semi-atomic case we need the following technical notion:
call an interval E=N&N$ of N almost finite if it is the join of a chain of
intervals N2&N1 such that

3(N2&N1) X(N2&N1)

consists entirely of finite rank operators.
The join of a chain of almost finite intervals is itself almost finite, so

every almost finite interval lies in a maximal one. However, maximal
almost finite intervals need not be orthogonal. Let M be a finite nest with
just three atoms, where the first one is infinite rank and the other two are
finite rank. Let N=M= and let X be the block upper triangular operators.
Then N has two overlapping (maximal) almost finite intervals, the sum of
the first two atoms, and the sum of the last two. However, the next lemma
shows that this example represents as much overlapping as is possible.

Lemma 7.1. The meet of any three distinct maximal almost finite intervals
is zero.

Proof. By maximality, if Ei=Ni&N i$ for i=1, 2, 3 have non-zero meet
it must be because (up to renumbering)

N $3<N $2<N $1<N3<N2<N1

Since N2&N $2 is almost finite, there must be N$<N $1<N3<N such that
3(N&N$) X(N&N$) consists of finite rank operators. Now for i=1 and
i=3, let Nik&N$ik be chains of intervals which increase to Ni&N$i
and such that 3(Nik&N$ik) X(Nik&N$ik) consists entirely of finite rank
operators for all k # N. Observe that 3(N$1k&N$) must be infinite rank for
all k, for otherwise

3(N1k&N$) X(N1k&N$)�3(N1k&N$1k) X(N1k&N$1k)+3(N$1k&N$) X
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which would consist entirely of finite ranks. That would show that N1&N$
was almost finite, contradicting the maximality of E1 . By the same token,
N&N3k must be infinite rank for all k, or we could enlarge E3 . But
N$1 <N3 , and we know that N$1k � N$1 and N3k � N3 and so there is a k
such that N$1k<N3k . However, from this it follows that

3(N$1k&N$) B(H, K)(N&N3k)�3(N&N$) X(N&N$)

which yields a contradiction, since it contains infinite rank operators. K

Remark 7.2. Thus the intervals which are the meet of two maximal
almost finite intervals are pairwise orthogonal, and so are countable. This
shows there are countably many maximal almost finite intervals. In fact, let
us say that two maximal almost finite intervals are connected if there is a
sequence of such intervals, starting at one and ending at the other, such
that each member of the sequence overlaps with its predecessor. Then the
set of maximal almost finite intervals splits into countably many connected
components. The intervals in these components are ordered as subsets of Z
(by comparing their left or right endpoints) and we can enumerate the set
of all maximal almost finite intervals as Ei (i # N) in such a way that no Ei

overlaps with more than one Ej with j<i. Since N is being assumed to be
totally atomic and have no infinite rank atoms, every atom belongs to an
almost finite interval and so the join of the Ei is I.

Almost finite intervals are useful because they are intimately connected
to discrete intervals. Using the following lemma, we can break a nest up
into intervals which can be dealt with by the results on the semi-discrete
case.

Lemma 7.3. If the interval E=N&N$ is such that 3(E) XE consists of
finite rank operators, then there is an N$�N"�N such that both
3(N"&N$) and N&N" are finite rank.

Proof. Since the space 3(E) XE is closed, the ranks of the operators in
it must be uniformly bounded, say by K. For any N" between N and N$,

3(N"&N$) B(H, K)(N&N"&)�3(N&N$) X(N&N$)

and so

min[rank3(N"&N$), rank(N&N"&)]�K

for any N" between N and N$.
By the left continuity of 3, there is a largest N" such that

rank3(N"&N$)�K
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Then for all N$$$>N", rank(N&N&$$$)�K, and so the same is true for
the meet of all N&$$$ such that N$$$>N". It is routine to see that this is
exactly N". K

Corollary 7.4. If the interval E=N&N$ is almost finite, then there is
an N$�N"�N such that both 3(N"&N$) M and (N&N") N are discrete
nests. Moreover, if both of the compressed nests are non-zero, then it can be
arranged that (N&N") N is ordered as a finite set, or |+1, and that
3(N"&N$) M is ordered as a finite set or 1+|*.

Proof. We can apply the last lemma to an increasing sequence of inter-
vals Nk&N $k in N&N$ such that 3(Nk&N $k)X(Nk&N $k) consists of finite
rank operators. Thus we let Nk&N $k be a chain of intervals increasing to
N&N$, and let N"k be the smallest nest projection in the interval for which
the conclusions of the lemma hold. For l>k, if N$k�N l"�Nk , then
N l"�N"k , by minimality of N"k . Thus we can pass to a subsequence in
which N"k converges and one of the following possibilities holds for all of
the terms: N"k+1<N$k , N"k+1>Nk , or N"k+1�N"k . In the first case
N"=N$, in the second case N"=N, and in the last case, the only
possibilities are that N"k is finally constant, and the desired conclusion
holds, or else it increases right up to N. K

Lemma 7.5. Let X be a wot-closed T(N)&T(M) bimodule satisfying
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Let Ei be an enumeration of the maximal
almost finite intervals of N. Then there is a partial isometry G # X such that

(i) G*G and GG* are diagonal projections,

(ii) G is of the form ��
i=1 3(Ei) XiEi , and

(iii) every X # X which is of the form ��
i=1 3(Ei) XiEi is the sum of at

most 16(C+2) terms AGB, with &A& &B&�&X&.

Proof. Let the maximal almost finite intervals be enumerated as
described in Remark 7.2, so that no Ei meets more than one Ej with j<i.
By Corollary 7.4, each of the intervals Ei splits as Ei, 1+Ei, 2 where
3(Ei, 1) M and Ei, 2 N are discrete nests.

The module 3(Ei, 1) XEi, 1 inherits the asymptotic rank conditions from
X and so, by Theorem 6.2, it is a principal T(3(Ei, 1) M)&T(Ei, 1N)
module, generated by a partial isometry, Gi, 1 . Likewise, XEi, 2 is a principal
T(3(Ei))&T(Ei, 2) bimodule generated by a partial isometry Gi, 2 .

There is the possibility, though, that Gi, 1+Gi, 2 might not be a partial
isometry. We shall deal with this concern by showing that the decomposi-
tion Ei=Ei, 1+Ei, 2 can be arranged so that Gi, 2=3(Ei, 2) Gi, 2 Ei, 2 . By
Corollary 7.4, we can assume that 3(Ei, 1) M and Ei, 2 N have order types
1+|* and |+1, respectively. Write Ei, 2=N&N$. If 3(N"&N$) is finite
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rank for every N$�N"<N then, by left continuity of 3, 3(Ei) M is
discrete, and we can take Ei, 1=Ei and Ei, 2=0. On the other hand, if
3(N"&N$) is not always finite rank, let N" be the largest N" for which it
is finite rank and enlarge Ei, 1 to have N" as its right-hand endpoint and
shrink Ei, 2 to N&N". Then the greedy algorithm is guaranteed to give us
a generator Gi, 2 for 3(Ei) XEi, 2 such that Gi, 2=3(N")= Gi, 2 because
3(N"+&N") is infinite rank. In either of these two cases, Gi :=Gi, 1+G i, 2

is a partial isometry.
By Theorem 6.2, each Gi, 1 (respectively Gi, 2) can generate any element of

3(Ei, 1) XEi, 1 (respectively XEi, 2) as the sum of C+2 terms, with norm
control. Thus each Gi can generate any element of 3(Ei) XEi as the sum of
2C+4 terms with norm control.

We now need to modify the Gi 's to deal with the possibility that Ei 's
may overlap. For each i, Ei meets at most one Ej with j<i, so suppose that
Ej ( j<i) meets Ei and that the endpoints of Ej are to the left of the
endpoints of Ei . Notice that the intervals Ei Ej and 3(EiEj) are both
discrete. For if we write Ei=Ni&N i$ and Ej=Nj&N j$, there is an N i"
between N i$ and Ni such that Ni&N i" and 3(N"1&N$1) are discrete. Clearly
N"1 is not less than Nj for that would contradict the maximality of Nj&N j$ .
But since N i"�Nj , also 3(N i")�3(N j) and so 3(Nj&N$1) is discrete.
A dual argument with N j" shows that Nj&N i$ is discrete.

Suppose that we have already modified G1 , } } } , G i&1 to G$1 , } } } , G$i&1

and proceed to define G$i by induction. We are supposing that Ei meets Ej

( j<i) and that the endpoints of Ej are to the left of the endpoints of Ei .
Both P :=3(Ej) Gj$*Gj$ and Q :=3(Ej) Gi*G i are diagonal projections in
M. Let V be a diagonal partial isometry in 3(EiEj) M which conjugates
P to a projection commuting with Q, and set

Gi$ :=P=V*Gi E=
j

Since GiGi* and Gi*Gi are diagonal projections, Gi$ is still a partial
isometry.

We claim that 3(Ei)(G$j+Gi$) Ei generates every element of 3(Ei) XEi in
8C+16 terms with norm control. For 3(Ei Ej) GjEiEj=3(EiEj)(Gj$+G i$)
Ei Ej generates 3(Ei Ej) XEiEj and so generates 3(Ei) GiEi . What's more,
3(EiEj) M and EiEj N are discrete, and 3(E iEj) GjEiE j is constructed by
the greedy algorithm. By Theorem 5.1, Gi Ej=3(Ei Ej) GiEiEj is generated
from 3(EiEj)(Gj$+Gi$) Ei Ej in two terms with norm control. Thus
Gi Ej+VP=V*GiE =

j is generated in three terms. Finally VPV*GiE =
j

factors through 3(EiEj) Gj$EiEj and so we can recover Gi from four terms
involving 3(Ei)(Gj$+Gi$) Ei , with norm control. But now, the earlier
discussion, Gi generates any element of 3(Ei) XEi in 2C+4 terms with
norm control. The claim follows.
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The remainder of the theorem is now easy. If X=��
i=1 3(Ei )XiEi we

can generate X in two stages as follows. By Remark 7.2, the intervals Ei

split into components ordered as subsets of Z. Renumber the Ei as Ei, j

where, for each i # N, the intervals Ei, j ( j # S i�Z) list the intervals in
the i th components in order. Then the intervals Ei, 2j and Ei, 2j+1 are two
sequences of pairwise orthogonal intervals (by Lemma 7.1). Thus X=
X �i, j Ei, 2j+X �i, j Ei, 2j+1 and the two sums can be generated in 8C+16
terms by G(�i, j Ei, 2j) and G(�i, j Ei, 2j+1) respectively. K

Remark 7.6. Consider the example mentioned earlier in this section, a
finite nest M with three atoms, where the first one is infinite rank and the
other two are rank one, N=M= and X is the block upper triangular
operators. There are two overlapping maximal almost finite intervals,
E1=N2 and E2=N =

1 . The generators constructed on each piece are rank
two partial isometries with a common coefficient in the 2, 2 entry. Together
they combine to provide a rank three partial isometry which is clearly not
a generator for X. At issue is the infinite by infinite piece M1XN =

2 =
M1B(H) N =

2 . An additional partial isometry of infinite rank has to be
added to take care of this part.

Let G be the generator constructed in the last lemma. We need to make
one further modification of G, which we can do without changing how G
generates operators of the form � 3(Ei) XiEi .

Recall that G was a sum of partial isometries Gi=3(Ei) GiEi . Write
Ei=Ni&N i$ for each i. We only need to modify Ei in the case where there
is a j such that Ei touches or overlaps another Ej ; in other words in the
case that there is an Ej=N j&N j$ such that

N j$<N i$�Nj<N i .

(By lemma 7.1, two maximal almost finite intervals cannot overlap Ei in
this way, but conceivably there is one interval touching Ei and another
overlapping Ei . In this case take Ej to be the one to the right; that is, the
one that overlaps Ei .) We modify Gi only in the case that there is such an
Ej and when, moreover, N j is a right limit point and 3(N i$) does not differ
from 3(N i$)& by a finite rank atom. In this case there is enough room to
construct a partial isometry Gi$ such that G i$*Gi$ and Gi$Gi$* are diagonal
and orthogonal to G*G and GG* respectively, and such that M=Gi$N is
infinite rank for all N>Nj and M<3(Ni). Replace G with � i (Gi+Gi$).

We shall see in Theorem 7.9 that G serves to generate all of X. Since we
know that the Gi generate all the parts of X in almost finite intervals, it
remains to show that G generates the operators that lie off the almost finite
intervals. Our modification of G was designed to ensure the following
property for G, which, loosely speaking, means that there is always plenty
of room to factor through G.
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Lemma 7.7. Let G be the partial isometry constructed in Remark 7.6. Let
L&L& be an atom of N and let E=N&N$ be the left-most maximal
almost finite interval containing L&L& . Then 3(L&L$) G(L&L$) is
infinite rank for every L$<N$ in N.

Proof. The atoms of N are all finite rank, so every atom belongs to
at least one, and at most two (by Lemma 7.1), maximal almost finite
intervals. Thus E is well-defined in the statement.

Observe that when L$<N$, 3(L&L$) X(L&L$) cannot consist entirely
of finite rank operators. If it did then L&L$ would be almost finite and so
contained in some maximal almost finite interval Ej to the left of E. This
would contradict the choice of E as the left-most maximal almost finite
interval to contain L&L& .

Now suppose that for all sufficiently large L$<N$, 3(L&L$) G(L&L$)
is finite rank. It follows that for sufficiently large L$, L&L$ contains only
finitely many Ei 's and so, for sufficiently large L$, L&L$ meets only E and
one other maximal almost finite interval, Ej , which touches or overlaps E.

Now G=�i (Gi+Gi$), as in Remark 7.6, where Gi=3(Ei) GiEi . Thus,
3(N$&L$) Gj (N$&L$) must be finite rank, and so 3(N$&L$) X(N$&L$)
must consist entirely of finite rank operators. By the same token, the set
3(L&N$) X(L&N$) consists entirely of finite rank operators.

This means that 3(N$&L$) must be infinite rank for all L$<N$.
Thus 3(N$) is equal to 3 &(N$), or else differs from it by a infinite rank
projection. The maximality of Ej means that Nj is either a left or a right
limit point. If it is a left limit point then that, together with what we have
just proved about 3(N$) means that 3(N$&L$) Gj (N$&L$) would be
infinite rank for all L$<N$, contrary to hypothesis. The remaining
possibility, that Nj is a right limit point corresponds precisely to the situa-
tion in which we added in a term Gi$ to Gi for the index i such that E=Ei .
This term serves to ensure that 3(L&L$) G(L&L$) is infinite rank in this
case. K

Lemma 7.8. Let G be the partial isometry constructed in Remark 7.6 and
suppose that X belongs to X and satisfies 3(Ei) XE i=0 for all i. Then there
are A # T(M) and B # T(N) such that AGB=X. Moreover A and B can
be chosen so that &A& &B&�(1+=) &X& for any =>0.

Proof. Pick orthonormal bases for each of the atoms of N and
enumerate them collectively as yk . Since N is totally atomic, yk is a basis
for K. We can write X as �k xk yk*. Every atom belongs to at least one
(and no more than two) maximal almost finite intervals so renumber the
maximal almost finite intervals so that Ek=Nk&N$k is the left-most such
interval containing yk . Since 3(Ek) XEk=0, xk is in 3(N$k). Write Lk for
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the upper endpoint of the atom that yk belongs to. By Lemma 7.7,
3(Lk&L$) G(Lk&L$) is infinite rank for every L$<N$k .

For each k, let Nk, l be a sequence in N increasing to N$k such that

&3(Nk, l&Nk, l&1) xk &<2&2l&k=2

for all l�2. (If N$k is not a left limit point, then let Nk, l=N$k for all l.)
Let xk, 1 :=3(Nk, 1) xk and xk, l :=(2l�=) 3(Nk, l+1&Nk, l) xk for l�2.

Note for later use that xk, 1 differs from xk by �l�2 3(Nk, l&Nk, l&1) xk ,
which is less than =2�2k+1 in norm.

Also, let yk, 1 := yk and yk, l :=(=�2l) yk for l�2, and observe that
X=�k, l xk, l y*k, l . Inductively run through all the pairs (k, l ) in some fixed
order, and for each one of them pick unit vectors ek, l in 3(Lk&(Nk, l)&)
and fk, l in Lk&(Nk, l)& such that ek, l=Gfk, l (the rank condition on G
allows us to do this for all k and l, in the case when N$k is a left limit-point,
and when it is not). Then

X=:
k, l

xk, ly*k, l=\ :
k, l

xk, l e*k, l+ G \ :
k, l

fk, l y*k, l +
A B

and

&B&=max
k

:
l�1

&yk, l &<1+=

On the other hand,

A= :
k�1; l�2

xk, le*k, l+ :
k�1

xk, 1 e*k, 1

and the norm of the first term is clearly less than =�2. In other words, A
differs by less that =�2 from �k�1 xk, 1 e*k, 1 , which in turn differs by less
than =2�2<=�2 from �k�1 xke*k, 1 . This last operator has norm &X&, so
&A&�&X&+=.

We have factored X as AGB where &A& &B&<(1+=)(&X&+=). Replacing
= by a suitably smaller number will yield the desired norm control. Also,
fk, l is in Lk and ek is in Lk&(Lk)& so B belongs to T(N). Likewise ek is
in 3((Nk, l)&)= (which is the same as 3(Nk, l)

=
& by the left-continuity of 3)

and xk, l is in Nk, l , so A belongs to T(N). K

Theorem 7.9. Let N be a totally atomic nest with no infinite rank
atoms. Then Theorem 2 holds for all T(M)&T(N) bimodules.
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Proof. We shall use the generator from Remarks 7.6 to generate all of
X. Let X be an element of X. Split the maximal almost finite intervals into
two sequences of mutually orthogonal intervals indexed by S1 and S2 , as
in the proof of Lemma 7.5, and generate

X1 := :
i # S1

3(Ei) XEi and X2 := :
i # S2

3(Ei)(X&X1) Ei

in a total of 16(C+2) terms, as in the lemma. Finally, let X3 :=
X&X1&X2 . Note that 3(Ei) X3Ei=0 for all i. So by Lemma 7.8, X3 can
be factored through a single additional term. Thus X is generated in
16C+33 terms by G. K

Dually, the same result holds if M is atomic and has no infinite rank
atoms:

Corrolary 7.10. Let M be a totally atomic nest with no infinite rank
atoms. Then Theorem 2 holds for all T(M)&T(N) bimodules.

8. THE GENERAL CASE

We are finally in a position to assemble the various components of our
argument into the general case:

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that X is a wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule
with associated function 3. Then X is countably generated if and only if there
is a constant C such that

(i) whenever N&N$ is a finite rank interval of N such that
(3(N$), 3(N )] contains a fracture point M,

rank(N&3*(M ))<C rank(3(N )&M );

(ii) whenever M$&M is a finite rank interval of M such that
[3*(M ), 3*(M$)) contains a cofracture point N,

rank(3(N )&M )<C rank(N&3*(M )).

In this case, X has a single generator generator GX, which may be chosen to
be a small compact perturbation of a partial isometry and every X in X may
be expressed as the sum of at most 32C+67 terms of the form Ai GBi such
that

:
i

&Ai& &Bi&�(32C+68) &X&.
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Proof. Let Mf (respectively Nf) be the sum of the finite rank atoms of
M (respectively N) and let M� and N� be the complements of Mf and
Nf . Let G� be the generator of M�XN� which was obtained in
Theorem 4.3 and let Gf, 1 and Gf, 2 be the generators for the two semi-
atomic cases XNf and MfXN� dealt with in Theorem 7.9 and in
Corollary 7.10. It is routine to see that G :=G�+Gf, 1+Gf, 2 generates X.
By arranging pairwise orthogonal ranges and cokernels, this sum is a small
compact perturbation of a partial isometry.

For, given X in X, decompose it as

X=M�XN�+M�XNf+Mf XN�

The first term can be generated in a single term A0 GB0 with &A0& &B0 &�
2 &X& by factoring through G� . The other two terms need no more than
16C+33 terms each of the form AiGB i with &Ai & &Bi &�&X&. This yields
a total of 32C+67 terms with �i &Ai& &Bi&�(32C+68) &X&. K

9. NORM-CLOSED BIMODULES

The situation for norm�closed bimodules is very similar to the algebraic
case, and can be deduced directly from it. The only difference is that the
obstruction of Lemma 3.1 is allowed to occur finitely often, as is the dual.
The failure to generate algebraically also means a loss of norm control with
a single generator in the norm case. However this may be recovered if we
allow a countable set of generators.

Theorem 9.1. Suppose that X is a wot-closed T(M)&T(N) bimodule
with associated function 3. Then X is countably generated as a norm-closed
bimodule if and only if there is a constant C such that

(i) whenever N&N$ is a finite rank interval of N such that
(3(N$), 3(N )] contains a fracture point M, then

rank(N&3*(M ))<C rank(3(N )&M )

unless N is one of only finitely many exceptions, in which case 3(N ) must
be a left limit point of M;

(ii) whenever M$&M is a finite rank interval of M such that
[3*(M ), 3*(M$)) contains a cofracture point N, then

rank(3(N )&M )<C rank(N&3*(M ))

unless M is one of only finitely many exceptions, in which case 3*(M ) is a
right limit point of N.
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In this case, X has a single generator GX, which may be chosen to be a small
compact perturbation of a partial isometry and every X in X may be
expressed as the sum of at most 32C+69 terms of the form AGB. There is
also a countable family of almost partially isometric generators [Gi : i�1]
such that every element X in X can be written as a convergent sum

X= :
i�1

AiG iBi with :
i�1

&Ai& &Bi&�(32C+71) &X&.

Proof. In view of Corollary 3.8, the conditions of the theorem are
necessary. Furthermore, Corollary 3.2 shows that the presence of any of the
exceptional cases in the theorem prevents X from being singly generated
with good norm control. On the other hand, if there are no such
exceptional cases, the theorem reduces to the algebraically generated case
of Theorem 2.1.

It remains to show that if X meets the conditions of the theorem, then
it has the required types of generators. If we suppose that X meets these
conditions, then in particular there can only be finitely many finite rank
atoms N&N& of N for which 3(N ) is a left limit point of M and
3(N&)<3(N ). List these atoms as Fk=Nk&N &

k and let F=�k Fk .
Likewise list as El=M +

l &Ml the finitely many finite rank atoms of M for
which 3*(Ml) is a right limit point and 3*(M +

l )>3*(Ml), and write
E=�l El .

Notice that the conditions of the theorem now hold for all finite rank
intervals of the nests E=M and F =N for the T(E =M)&T(F =N)
bimodule E=XF =. In fact, this means that Theorem 2.1 can be applied to
show that every X in X of the form X=E=XF = can be expressed as an
algebraic combination of 32C+68 terms of the form E=AE=GF =BF =

where A # T(M), B # T(N), and G is a small compact perturbation of a
partial isometry in E=XF =.

We shall show how to generate terms in X of the form EX or XF, and
then assemble the generators for X. For each Fk=Nk&N &

k , choose a
sequence

3(N &
k )<Lk, i<3(Nk)

in M which increases strictly to 3(Nk) and such that

rank(Lk, i+1&Lk, i)�rank(Fk) for all i�1.

Then fix partial isometries Vk, i which map Fk isometrically into
Lk, i+1&Lk, i , and define Vi=�k Vk, i . Let U l, i and Ui be the corre-
spondingly constructed partial isometries for the El 's.

If X=XF belongs to X, then since each Fk is finite rank and there are
only finitely many of them, we can find a common integer i such that
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&L=
k, iXFk &<= for all k Thus X$ :=X&�k L=

k, i XFk is within = of X.
Moreover X$ factors as X$=(X$V i*) V i , and X$V i* belongs to T(M). Thus
the set [Vi : i�1] serves to generate XF as a norm closed bimodule.
Correspondingly the set [Ui : i�1] generates EX.

To see that X is countably generated with norm control, let Gi be
an enumeration of the generator G of E=XF = and the operators
[Ui , Vi : i�1] listed so that each term is enumerated infinitely many times.
The operator G is a small compact perturbation of a partial isometry; and
the other terms are exactly partial isometries. If X belongs to X, then the
argument of the previous paragraphs shows that X can be approximated
arbirarily well by a sum of (32C+67)+2 terms AiGi Bi , where

: &Ai& &Bi&�((32C+68)+2) &X&.

Now simply choose Ai and Bi inductively so that �nk+1
i=nk+1 AiG iBi

approximates X&�nk
i=1 A iGiBi to within =�2k+1, and

:
nk+1

i=nk+1

&Ai& &Bi&�(32C+70) "X& :
nk

i=1

AiGiB i"<(32C+70) =�2k

It follows that

X= :
�

i=

AiG iBi and :
�

i=1

&A i& &B i&�(32C+70)(&X&+=).

The stated estimate is recovered by setting = appropriately.
To generate X singly, let

GX=G+ :
�

i=1

=
2i (U i+Vi).

This remains a small compact perturbation of a partial isometry. Clearly
G=E=GXF =; so it suffices to show that we can recover each Ui and Vi

from GX. For each Fk=Nk&N &
k , notice that when 3(N &

k )<M�3(Nk),
then 3*(M )=N &

k . So no El can be a subprojection of 3(Fk). Thus
the range E=UiU i* of each Ui is orthogonal to the ranges of the Vi

since ViV i*��k Lk, i=1&Lk, i�3(Fk), which are themselves pairwise
orthogonal. Thus for each i�1

Vi=
2i

= \:
k

Lk, i+1&Lk, i+ GXF

By the same token, the cokernels of each Ui and F=V i*Vi are mutually
orthogonal. Similarly each Ui can be recovered from GX . It follows that
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any X in X can be approximated arbitrarily well by at most (32C+67)+2
terms of the form AGXB . However we cannot retain any control over the
size of the rescalings needed to recover the Ui 's and Vi 's from GX . K

10. THE IDEAL T0(N)

Let N be a nest and let En be the atoms of N. Our interest in gener-
ators of bimodules arose from the need in [4] for an explicit generator for
T0(N), the ideal of strictly upper triangular operators in T(N). At one
point in that paper, we needed to see that a homomorphism on T(N)
which mapped projections in the core of N to [0, I] necessarily
annihilated T0(N) (and so lived on the C* algebra �n B(En) H). This
follows immediately from Theorem 10.2 below.

Recall that the map 2(X ) :=�n En XEn is the expectation onto the
atomic part of N and is a wot-continuous homomorphism on T(N).
Thus T0(N) :=T(N) & ker 2 is a wot-closed ideal. The left-continuous
order homomorphism 3(L) :=L& specifies T0(N).

Lemma 10.1. Let N be a nest of discrete order type and let G be the
generator for T0(N) obtained by the greedy algorithm. Then G is the sum
of two commutators [Gi , Pi] of operators Gi in T(N) with projections Pi

in the core.

Proof. Write En (n # 0$N) for the projections onto the atoms of N and
let d(n) be the rank of En . Recall from Example 5.3 that the greedy algo-
rithm provides a generator G for T0(N) as follows. Let ek, i for 0�i<d(k)
be a basis for the k-th atom of N of dimension d(k) (we allow d(k)=�
here). Then Gek, i=el, i where

l=sup[n : n<k and d(n)�d(k)].

The reader can readily verify that even in the presence of infinite atoms,
this is the generator of Theorem 2.1. Given any m<n, either EkGEn=0 for
all k<m if d(m)�d(n) or else EmGEk=0 for all k>n if d(m)�d(n).

For each j in 0$N, let k( j) denote the least value of k for which
EkGEj{0. Let

G$1 := :
j # 0N

Ek( j)GE j ;

and let G$2 :=G&G$1 . For each i, Ei G$2Ek{0 for at most one value of k.
Set l(i) equal to this value, if it exists, otherwise leave it undefined. Then
G$2=�i # 0N EiGEl(i) . The important thing is that k(n)<n and l(n)>n
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whenever they are defined. So for any fixed p, the sets k&r([ p]) (r # N) are
pairwise disjoint, as are l &r([ p]) (r # N). Thus it is routine to find sets K,
L of natural numbers such that k maps K � K c � K and l maps
L � Lc � L. Let

P1 := :
i # K

Ei and P2 := :
i # L

Ei

Then Gi$=PiGi$P=
i +P=

i G i$Pi . Taking Gi :=[Gi$ , Pi] then Gi$=[Gi , Pi]
and the result follows. K

Theorem 10.2. For any nest N, the ideal T0(N) has a single generator
G. Moreover, we can ensure G=�3

i=1 [Gi , P i] for Gi in T(N) and Pi in
C(N).

Proof. If L&<L then either L& is a left limit point, in which case
3(L)=L&=3(L&), or it has an immediate predecessor, in which case no
left limit point can lie between 3(L&) and 3(L). It follows that if N&N$
is a finite rank interval, then (3(N$), 3(N )] cannot contain a fracture
point. This, and the dual argument with 3*(L)=L+ , show that 3 satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 2, and so T0(N) is singly generated.

Suppose first that N has maximal continuous part. The generator can
now be taken to be of the form Pc+�i�1 F iGiF i , where F i are the maxi-
mal discrete intervals (allowing infinite atoms) and Pc is the projection
onto the continuous part. Moreover we take F iGiFi to be the generators
given by the greedy algorithm. This is the generator used in the previous
section. Let Pd :=�i�1 F i .

Lemma 10.1 shows that we can write �i�1 F iGiF i as the sum of two
commutators in PdT(N) Pd . By [9], or [8], there are complementary
projections in P=

d T(N) P=
d that are algebraically equivalent. In other

words, there is a diagonal projection Q<Pc and operators A and B in
PcT(N) Pc such that

Q=AB and Pc&Q=BA.

Then take G0 :=A+B=[B&A, Q] so that G2
0=Pc . Since our generator

factors as (G0+�i F iGiF i)(G0+Pd), we see that G :=G0+� i FiGi F i

generates T0(N) and is the sum of three commutators. (In fact, the
commutator for G0 can be absorbed into either of the commutators giving
rise to � FiGi Fi , since they live on orthogonal spaces. So we obtain a sum
of two commutators.)

Now T0(N) is a similarity invariant but C(N) is not. Hence we have to
be careful in our use of the Similarity Theorem in dealing with the general
case. By [2], there is an invertible operator S so that SN has a maximal
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continuous part. The trick is to choose it so that S commutes with the
projection Q used above. To this end, let Q0 be a diagonal projection so
that the closed support of both Q0 and Q=

0 contains the maximal perfect
subset |0 of the order type of N (which is the portion which can support
a continuous part). Let S0 and S1 be invertible operators in B(Q0) H and
B(Q=

0 ) H respectively so that S0Q0N and S1 Q=
0 N both have maximal

continuous parts (necessarily with support |0).
Let N$=(S0+S1) N and note that S0+S1 commutes with Q0 ; and let

P$c be the projection onto the continuous part of N$. Now let Q be the
projection Q=Q0P$c . Clearly, P$c&Q=Q1P$c . Let G$0 , A$ and B$ be taken
as above. Then notice that G$0=[B$&A$, Q$]=[B$&A$, Q0]. Let G0=
(S0+S1)&1 G$0(S0+S1). This is a commutator G0=[B&A, Q0] where
A=(S0+S1)&1 A$(S0+S1) and B=(S0+S1)&1 B$(S0+S1). Finally,
G :=G0+�i�1 FiGi Fi is the desired generator as above, and is the sum of
three commutators. K

If A and B are sets of operators in an algebra, write [A, B] for the
two-sided ideal generated by the commutators [A, B] for A in A and B in B.

Corollary 10.3. In any nest algebra the ideals T0(N) and
[T(N), C(N)] coincide.

Corollary 10.4. In any nest algebra the ideal [T(N), T(N)]
coincides with the set of operators which vanish on the one-dimensional
atoms, if any.

Proof. Clearly [T(N), T(N)] belongs to the set described. If T
vanishes on the one-dimensional atoms, then 2(T ) belongs to [D(N),
D(N)] and T&2(T ) belongs to [T(N), C(N)] by Theorem 10.2. K

Corollary 10.5. Let T(N) be a nest algebra. The following are
equivalent:

(i) N is an atomic nest,
(ii) R�

N =T0(N),

(iii) R�
N is a principal ideal,

(iv) R�
N is countably generated.

Proof. The first two items are shown to be equivalent in [8], but we
use only the trivial implication (i) O (ii). In light of Theorem 10.2, the
chain (i) O (ii) O (iii) O (iv) is obvious. It remains to show (iv) O (i). So
suppose that N has a non-trivial continuous part. By [11, Theorem 1.4],

R�
N=[X # T(N) : iN(X )=0 for a.e. N # N]
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where

iN(X ) :=inf[&(N&M ) X(N&M )& : M # N, M<N]

and the measure is the canonical spectral measure for N. So, if Gn is any
sequence of operators in R�

N , then the set of N on which all the functions
iN(Gn)=0 is co-null. However the set of two-sided limit points in N is
non-null (its spectral measure is the projection onto the continuous part of
N). So we can pick a two-sided limit point N such that iN(Gn)=0 for all
n. Since X [ iN(X ) is a bounded, submultiplicative seminorm on T(N), it
follows that the same is true for any operator in the norm-closed ideal
generated by [Gn]. But it is routine to build an operator X=NXN = in
R�

N with iN(X ){0. K
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